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Perennial flower power
ents, it seems most are in the same boat.
Maybe it is the aging process, or
having recognized the repeated folly of
crossing the fine line between keeping
order and having control, concluding
the latter in biology is a mirage at best.
Or maybe I am getting bored with
“green on green” and want some color.
Regardless of the cause, it seems beauty
in disorder has been getting a foothold
in my psyche during the past five years
or so. The seduction? A new attraction
to perennial flowers and grasses.
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e settled on our mission statement, “To serve and encourage
property owners by creating and
protecting landscape beauty and order,”
some years ago (and
subsequently, the name
of this newsletter) as it
seemed to succinctly
summarize the ideals
of our business.
And while I wish I
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could
say we are batconsulting
ting
a
thousand in this
arborist /
effort, it seems we still
pathologist
and founder
have a way to go.
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One of the many
Concerns Inc.
challenges is to balance
our effort to provide
both beauty and order. Being told
by some friends that I am “wound a
little too tight,” referred to by a former graduate school professor as “the
nervous type,” and finally described by
my spouse as “knowing a lot about very
little” (affectionately, I’m sure), it seems
I must admit that the pursuit of order
is where I tend to lean. My historical
defense of this bent has been preaching
that, in landscaping, beauty is found in
order. Interestingly, surveying our cli-
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You see, a well-designed ever-evolving bed of flowering perennials all crammed together (yes,
even touching each other in less than
straight rows), can transform a run of
the mill, cookie-cutter landscape into
a personal signature that says, “Hey,
look at me!” at multiple points in the
season. Being a relative novice in this
area, some readers may have other
favorites, but I still think sharing
my top 20 list for a color bed (not in
ranking) will be of value. So carve out
a section, plant a grouping of a few of
these recommendations and put some
color and beauty in your landscape.
The disorder may just be what the
doctor ordered.
• Black Eyed Susan
• Cone Flower
• Feather Reed Grass
• Autumn Joy Sedum
• Dwarf Butterfly bush
• Variegated Liriope
• Russian Sage
• Tickseed Coreopsis
• Stone Crop (sedum)
• Shrub Rose (woody)
• Meadow Sage Salvia
• Catmint
• Daylily (Stella, Happy Returns)
• Shasta Daisy
• Hydrangea
• Switchgrass
• Tiger Eye Sumac (woody)
• Tall Garden Phlox
• Liatris
• Yarrow
For more information about
Growing Concerns and our
residential landscape management
services, visit our website at
www.growingconcerns.com
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